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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
This study is concerned with the obtaining and utilizing of re-
search and development projects in the learning process of students in 
engineering technology curriculums. Engineering colleges, in gen-
eral, in the last two decades have placed more and more emphasis on the 
theoretical, scientific approach to engineering with few applications, 
The.need for a concerted educational effort to meet the manpower needs 
in the area of applications engineering has placed new requirements on 
the technical education institutions of the United States. The applica-
tions engineer or engineering technician requires educational preparation 
that is typically more rigorous and theoretical than the vocational prep-
aration, but more specialized and.applied than the professional prepara-
tion: subjects. Thus,·. the· schools of enginee'l'ing technology shcmld keep 
· their instruct,ional processes oriented toward the application of. theoret-
ical knowledge to the work the· graduate· will be doing in industry, 
Many of the engineering technology graduates obtain research and 
deve1opment positions with companies that expect the graduate tec~nician 
to be immediat~ly productive. Therefore, to assist the technical college 
in providing an immediately productive engineering technician, it appears 
that an efficient learning method would have the student doing just those. 
things he will be doing in an industrial position, 
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... not as an apprenticeship but in a learning atmosphere in an 
educational institution with all the advantages of an up-to-
date theoretical background. If ·the apprenticeship is served 
in industry, . usually it is with men five to ten ( or more) 
years out of college. Considering the half-life of an engi-
neer to be about eight to nin·e years, the young engineer 
[engineering technician] works with a man who may himself 
benefit from advanceddes·ign education. (1, p. 12) 
Several engineering colleges are effectively using industry-
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c,riginated research ·and· development problems on their campuses to provide 
the student with a real learning process. These problems do not have 
standard or textbook solutions nor may the solutions be provided by the 
instructor. They require research, planning, organization, development, 
collection of scientific data, decisions, and conclusions. 
Unless the situation is drawn from real life, it is almost 
impossible to create a design problem that has the true ring 
of authenticity.... Real design problems have a fascinating 
way of injecting cons·ide-rations that seem to defy the orderly 
analysis of our basic courses. · The traditional design courses 
in most of our .engineering curricula are· so routinely predict-
able that .no student can learn the challenge and excitement 
of the· actual encounters of engineers in practice. (2, p. 4, 
5) 
Statement of the· Problem 
It appea:cs.:that industry'"'involved, challenging, unrestricted, valu-
able-to-the-company, on-·campus· research and development projects would 
be an advantage to the engineering technology student. The stereotyped 
problems have been·presented and solved so often that the instructor, as 
well as the student, falls into an unstimulatingroutine. Few hypotheti-
cal problems invented by an engineering technology teacher can ever be 
completely satisfactory in motivating the student; imaginary or irrele-
vant problems can actually, in many cases, discourage the student. (3, 
p. 3) 
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The need for such authentic proJects will be shown, This study 
will investigate in which ways they can be obtained, How can industry 
be interested in providing ·authentic, unsolved· problems for on-campus re-
search :and possible solutions?· If such problems are available, what are 
some of the advantages· to be gained and· the· procedures necessary for mak-
ing most effici'ent use .of thes·e problems? Since the best source of these 
projects·. appears· to be the· industrial firms involved in research and de-
velopment, they were contacted for projects for this study, 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the availability of 
industry-sponsored research and development projects to Oregon Technical 
Institute, and, if available, to determine how they can be used within an 
Electronics Engineering Technology curriculum. 
Definition of Terms 
Authentic- Projects -- These are industry-originated and industry-
sponsored research and development projects, As industry-sponsored, on-
campus, .research .and. development, proj ect:s·, they do not have ready answers, 
or textbook·. solutions. · Neither may: s:olutions be solicited from an in-
structor or from another student. Instead the projects require research, 
planning organization,, development, collection of scientific data, deci-
sions, and conclusions. 
Engineering Team- ... This is a concept of teamwork, developed since 
World War ll, in which the scientist, engineer, technician, and craftsman 
are brought together in a productive relationship, This practice has 
provided the significant advantages of technology in the United States 
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today. The scientist, engineer, technician, and craftsman working to-
gether as a team with integrated· sp·ecial ties and skills, transmute crea-
tive ideas from drawing board or research laboratory into machines, prod-
ucts, and/or structures. 
Engineering Technician -- An engineering technician is one who, 
in support of and under the direction of professional engineers 
or scientists, can carry out in a responsible manner either 
proven techniques, which are common knowledge among those who 
are technically expert in a particular technology, or those 
techniques especially prescribed by professionalrengineers, 
Performance-as an engineering technician requires the 
application oLprinciples, methods, and techniques appropri-
ate to a field of technology, combined with practical knowl-
edge of the construction, application, properties, operation, 
.and: limitations· of engineering systems, processes, structures, 
machinery, devices, .or materials, and, as required, related 
manual· crafts, instrumental, mathematical, or graphic skills, 
Under prof.essional direction an .. engineering technician 
analyzes and solves technological probiems·, prepares formal 
reports on experiments, tests, and other similar projects or 
carries out functions such as drafting, surveying, technical 
sales, advisingconsumers, technical writing, teaching or 
training·.•. An engineering technician need not have an educa-
tion equivalent in type, . st:ope, and rigor to that required 
of an engineer:;· however, he· must have a more theoretical 
education with greater mathematical depth, and experience 
over a broader field· than·· is required of skilled craftsmen 
who often work under his supervision. ( 4, p. 4) 
· Engineering Technology --- Engineering technology is that 
part of the engineering field which requires the applica-
tion of scientific a:ndengineering knowledge and methods 
combined with· technical skills in support of engineering 
activities; it lies in the occupational area between the 
craftsman and.the· engineer. 
(a) Engineering• technology is identified as a part 
of the engineering field to indicate that it does 
not by any means encompass the entire field and 
also to di£ferentiate it from other types of tech-
nology in areas such as medicine and the biological 
sciences.• The, engineering field is viewed as a 
continuum, betweew the craftsman and the engineer 
and;closer to the engineer than to the craftsman, 
(b) Engineeringtechno:logy is concerned primarily with 
the· application of established scientific and engi-
neering knowledge and methods. Normally engineer-
ing: technology is not concerned with the development 
of new principles and methods. 
(c) Technical skills such as drafting are characteris-
tic of engineering technology. Engineers graduated 
from scientifically oriented curricula (See ASEE. 
Report on the Evaluation of Engineering Education, 
1955) may have expected to have acquired less of 
these skills than previously and the engineering 
technician will be expected to supply them, 
(d) Engineering technology is concerned with the support 
of engineering activities whether or not the engineer-
ing technician is working under the immediate super-
vision of an engineer. It may well be that in a 
complex engineering activity he·would work under the 
supervision of an engineer, a senior engineering 
technician, or a scientist .. (5, p, 11, 12) 
Engineering Technology Curriculum -- An engineering technol-
ogy curriculum is a planned sequence of college-level courses, 
usually leading to an associate degree, designed to prepare 
students to work in the field of engineering technology, 
(a) The term college-level in the definition of an engi-
neering technology curriculum indicates the attitude 
with which the education is approached, the rigor, 
and the degree of achievement demanded, and not 
solely or even necessarily that the credits are 
transferable to baccalaureate programs, 
(b) ... there are many specific branches of engineering 
·technology in which curricula are offered, Commonly 
encountered are such ·curriculum titles as mechanical 
engineering technology, electronic engineering tech~ 
nology ..... (5, p. 13) 
Half:..lifeof an Engineer -- This means that half of the knowledge 
acquired by an engine.er in college is obsolete in eight or nine years, 
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Two plus Two -- This terminology, which refers to the two years in 
an associate degree.program plus two years oriented to the academic sub-
jects required for a.baccalaureate degree, for this study defines Oregon 
Technical Institute' s Bachelor of Technology programs which have as their 
·· prerequisites the completion of the associate degree program, If the 
student chooses, at the end of the basic two-year technical program, he 
may add a two-year upper division program leading to the Bachelor of 
Technology degree. Junior and Senior Research and Development Projects 
are included to encourage the creative abilities of the students and to 
develop ingenuity through projects in which the knowledge learned in the 
associate degree technical programs is applied to research and develop-
ment problems. 
Up-side-down Curricular Pattern -- For this thesis this terminology 
is used to describe the curriculum in which the authentic projects will 
be utilized. The traditional college program tends to build toward 
greater specialization as one moves through the lower-division years 
into the upper-division years. In the up.:.side'-down curricular pattern, 
the student· starts immediately into· the technology courses in his cur-
ricular field. During the first two years the student builds toward a 
specialization which is not characteristic of the first two years of a 
traditional four-year college programo In the course of this speciali-
zation~ he is introduced to concepts in science and technology that he 
would not, under the traditional college program, encounter until his 
junior or even his senior year. In order to achieve this level of spe-
cialization characteristic of the associate degree program, the program 
must, of necessity be narrow in scope. Consequently, in the third and 
fourth years (junior and senior years) the curriculum is broadened to 
introduce the technician to the applied social sciences, to the humani-
ties, and to the related areas of the curriculumo· These are important 
to the insights that must be developed by the trained technician if he 
is to add supervisory and managerial compet-encieso 
Those students who, at the- end of their first two years, find the 
attraction of employment more than they can resist, are competent to move 
out into the industrial world as qualified technologists, with an Associ-
ate of Engineering Degree. As theyrequest, those students who are quali-
fied, and who wish to prepare themselves for supervisory and administra-
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tive opportunities available to qualified technicians in industry, can 
do so, and can proceed without loss of time, to the orderly completion · 
of the additional- two-year program, culminating in the bachelor of tech-
nology degree. This up-side-down curriculum is, therefore, obviously 
suited for industry-sponsored research and development projects within a 
student's junior and senior years. 
CHAPTER II 
NEED FOR STUDY 
Early in this century, one of our most famous educators, John Dewey 
said, "There is no such thing as genuine knowledge and fruitful under-
standing except as the offspring of doing." (6, p, 355) Even though 
Dewey's philosophy was not accepted by educators in.general, many educa-
tionalinstitutions with this philosophy have come into existence, The 
high school.and. community college vocational'-technical and occupational 
education are examples. 
The Eng.ine,ering Technician 
During World .. Wa'I' II technical education also began to attain appro-
priate recognition. Dr. Grant Venn, author of the report by the American 
Council on Education;,: Man,·.Education and Work, says: 
The acute shortage of engineers in wartime industries led to 
the increased use of technical .personnel in many areas previ-
ously considered thepreserve of the professional, and the 
technician came tobe·recognized as a vital component in the 
engineering team. Early in· the war Congress passed legisla-
tion setting up an Engineering and Management War Training 
Program, which after considerable debate, made technical train-
ing a function of the higher education--and not the vocational 
education--branch of the U. S. Office of Education, After the 
war the Office of Education published Vocational Education 
of College Grade, which sharpened the distinction between 
technical education and vocational education (the latter, of 
course, .. being defined by law as "of less than college grade''), 
About the same·· time .the Engineers' Council for Professional 
Development began speaking of· the. "engineering, team," linking 
the techni·ci:an to the. near-professional level and apart from 
the skilled level. These and other events that followed, 
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including industry-wide tecognition that differences exist 
between the skilled, technica1, and professional work levels, 
have virtually completed the process of bringing recognition 
to the engineering technician. (7, p. 69) 
To further increase the recognition of the engineering techni-
cian 
, , . The National Society of Professional Engineers in 1961 
author-ized the establishment of an Institute for the Certi-
fication ·of Engineering Technicians, to function under its 
auspices, but concerning itself entirely with technicians 
who work for a:nd under the direc·tion of· engineers, ( 4, p" 3) 
With the increased.recognition of the engineering technician the 
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American Society for Engineering Education in 1962 published "Character-
istics: of Exce1lence in·Engineering Technology Education"" (5) This pub-
lication was an evaluation of Technical Institute Education and has been 
used as a guide in the accreditation.of two-year engineering technology 
curriculums by the Engineers'· Council for Professional Development; it 
has also been used nationally to establish an acceptable standard for 
college level engineering technology curriculums. 
Several of the two and three year technical institutes and colleges 
of technology have addedanother one or two years to their curriculums 
and now grant a four-'year,'baccalaureate degree.. The additional years 
allow the student to· continue his studies in a practical (doing) type. of 
education by ·including in the·· junior· and senior· years courses in research 
and development· ·projects. 
A Practical Typ·e of Education 
This need for a practical type of education extending beyond the 
two,-year associate in engineering degree program is emphasized in the 
following excerpt from a letter from an engineering manager within one 
of the larger, worldwide constrtiction companies: 
In our survey of .. instrumentation courses available at insti-
tutions of higher learning, we have found very few that are 
down-to-earth sufficiently to be useful to us. Most of the 
graduates from these courses expect to do very sophisticated, 
high-level work all the time; which actually is not a major 
portion of our work. When these students are faced with the 
more routine work connected with any industrial concern, some 
of them are, to.say·the least, disappointed. We believe that 
proper indoctrination at the University level for these con-
ditions is a "must'' for them to be suitably adjusted to in-
dustrial life,· early- enough in their careers, to avoid some 
of the problems we have seen. (8) 
Possible Advantages of Authentic Projects 
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A further search.of the literature available .on aut·hentic projects 
indicates industryinvo1vement and/or sponsorship of·these projects can· 
have: the following adV'antages: improv·es· student motivation; increases 
learning effectivenes·s with· reduced student~staff· contact hours; provides 
real· leaTnin-g s,ituations that involve the student in conditions found· in 
industry·;· ·enables students to experience the "real· life'' parameters of 
pressure, need·,· cost, labor, material availability, and manufacturing 
processes; acquaints:students with the non-technical· aspects that sur-
round a· developmental, project from its inception- to its culmination, in-
eluding the birth of the, idea, its initial deve1opment, its mock-up and 
proto;..type· stages, and its .. te.sting (possible marketing); and, finally, 
provides fringe .benefits. such .as improved· verbal· and written communica-
. tion- ;ski11s r,esul ting from, the .. student's·. work with: industry as well as 
maintenance of current~, .relevant .instructiona1' materia1 for all term 
.1'eve1s; due. to: the latest industry practice.s. and .knowledge being made 
avai:.1.able .on campus;: (9·; .primarr:y: source) 
M:r.' Glenn R. ·, Fryling;· Engineering Consultant; and Managing Director 
of· Susquehanna; Consul·ting, Assoc:iates, has this to say: 
In the Forewa:rd to the: Proceedi·ng-s of: the Third Conference on 
Engineering Design Education,one may read these statements: 
" ... design is a universal ingredient in engineering activity ... 
design education is most effect1vely accomplished where stu-
dents are confronted with an authentic involvement in a design 
experience." 
And a little later in the same report, P. Z. Bulkeley writes: 
"Education by confrontation with reality, the essential in-
gredient of 'authentic involvement', is a teaching method 
that cannot be transmitted effectively without actual expe~ 
rience in doing it ... " 
All of this would seem to be in harmony with the main idea of 
one of the mos·t· profound books on education ever to be pub-
lished: "The students are alive, and the purpose of education 
is to stimulate and guide their self;..development. It follows 
from this premise, that the teachers should be alive with liv-
ing thoughts .... " (10, p. 8) 
The review· of literature and personal interviews with industrial 
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engineers and engineering professors has emphasized not only the advan-
tages of: authentic involvement of industry in the teaching process but 
also the· importance,. 0£· incorporating it in the engineering technology 
curriculums·, and· the appropriateness of the Oregon Technical Institute 
staff and campus for this study. 
Warnings 
Newman A. Hall, Executive Director, Commission on Engineering Edu-
cation, gives several.warnings .. to. those using workshop (projects) courses: 
There are certain:pitfallswhich,mustbe avoided. Chief of 
these is the.tendency.to create the artificial problem. In 
cont-rast to. most academicians, the· engineer in his profes-
sional role must deal with situations that have a hard-headed 
reality .. This fact must be· carried into, the· classroom in 
dealing with design .. Unless .the situa·tion, is· drawn from life, 
it is almost impossible: toq;reate a .design problem that has 
the true, ring, of· .. authentici ty. 
A' second dange;r:-·,is: the·, tendency to retreat·' to the security of 
carefu(I:l:Y' planned. analysis.·.·· Real design problems have a fas-
cinating way of: ,injecting cons,iderations ·that seem to defy 
the orderly.: analys1s · of our· basic courses. The traditional 
design courses in- most of. our engineering curricula are so 
routinely predictab-le that no student can learn the challenge 
and excitement of the actual encounters of engineers in prac-
tice. (2, -p. 4, 5) 
Even though the problem· comes from industry, the company engineer 
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may "create the artificial problem." Dr. Richard L. Lowery, after five 
semesteirs of experience in teaching a course in- Authentic ·Involvement, 
gives this warning: 
There is a tendency among some practicing engineers to stereo-
type a design project to be similar to the previous machine 
design course experiences. Thus, the company engineer may 
tend to think in terms of the ma·chine design problem which he 
worked on as a senior student, and this is usually not the 
type of problem which is usable in this type of program. 
Also, it is common for the practicing engineer to under-
estimate the capabiHty of some of.the more enterprising 
senior students. (11, p. 5) 
Need 
The review;. of the literature and· the' intervi·ews of experienced per-
sonnel concerning:the utilization of authentic projects for learning 
experience,s were· re:latec} to University level programs within an engineer-
ing college. (12) However, the primary purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the possibility of making effective use of such projects within 
an engineering technology (doing type) curriculum. It appears that such 
projects would be a valuable, instructional process but one in which 1i t-
tle or no information is available. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS OF STUDY 
Dev-e1opment of an Idea 
Authentic·projects: on the Oregon Technical Institute campus came as 
an idea with the development of a "two;;..plus-two" concept in engineering 
technology· education. In such a program, a student may complete a two-
year associate degree-program in engineering technology and enter indus-
try as an engineering technician. He may choose to continue his academic 
studies for another two years and receive a baccalaureate degree, This 
two'-plus;;..two curriculum is "up-side-down" (see Chapter I, Definition of 
Terms)· .to the traditional engineering curriculum but is obviously suited 
for: authen:t·ic· projects in-·the· required Research· and Development courses, 
Upon receiving· the Associate-- in Engineering degree, the students will 
have completed· a'1d the· technical· speciality requirements for the bacca-
laureate· d·egree- except for four' credit; hours per· term in Junior and Senior 
Research• and· Development Projects with the·industry-sponsored research 
and development· projects used primarily in the senior year, However, the 
projects from industry could be assigned to the more capable third year 
students. The Associate in Engineering graduates from many colleges of 
technology and· two-year technical institutes have had sufficient labora-
tory experienc·e so that as they move into industry they are almost imme-
diately productive for their employers. They, therefore, can be expected 
to make profitable useof·an industry supervised research and development 
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project in their third year. 
President John F. Kennedy's message on education to the eighty-
eighth Congress stated: 
There is an especially urgent need for college level train-
ing of technicians to assist scientists, engineers, and 
doctors. Although ideally one scientist or engineer should 
have thebacking of two or three technicians, our institu-
tions today are not producing even one technician for ea.ch 
three science and.engineering graduates. This shortage 
results in an inefficient use of professional manpower--the 
occupation of critically needed time and talent to perform 
tasks which could be performed by others--an extravagancy 
which cannot be tolerated when the Nation's demand for sci-
entists, engineers, and doctors continues to grow. Failure 
to give attention to this matter will-impede the objectives. 
of the graduate and post-graduate training programs. (13, p. 3) 
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Oregon Technical Institute, in its annual bulletin, after quoting 
the· above message from the President of the United States, makes the fol-
lowing statement of objectives: 
Oregon Technical Institute, the co-educational poly-
technic college in the Oregon State System of Higher Edu-
cation, is dedicated to meeting the needs identified above; 
Specifically, it has as its objectives the following: 
l. To provide college-level programs designed to meet the 
current and emerging needs of science, business and indus-
try .... 
II. To provide the quality of technical and applied science 
· programs which will enable its graduates to be immediately 
employable and to be advanced within the occupation .... 
IV. To develop and administer adjunct programs and activi-
ties related to· the major programs of the Institute.,., 
VII. To maintain a continuing evaluation of the curricula 
at OT! in recognition of the rapidly changing technologies 
to which they relate .... 
VIII. To maintain· a program of staff improvement which 
reflects the necessity for staff members to keep abreast 
of rapidly changing technologies to which their teaching 
or other professional assignment relates .... 
IX. To maintain a continuing program of research which 
shall include inquiry into the use of new media and other 
potential improvements in the· teaching process in technical 
fields .... 
X. To provide a program of continuing education to the ex-
tent such a program is seen to be necessary .... 
The faculty' and staff at· Oregon Technical Institute are en-
thusiastically seeking to carry out these principles as es-
tablished by the Board. (13, p. 3-5) 
Due to. its commitment to these·objectives, Oregon Technical Institute 
was thought·to·bean idea1institution for testing this concept in in-
structional· t·echnique, and was thus ·sele,cted for this study" 
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To supply ·each student or even a group of students with individual 
problem-,solving assignments with any authenticity and motivation for the 
student becomes· a;He:rculean task; but, the individual problem is a vital 
part of a well· designed curriculum in technical education, As stated by 
Dr. Maurice W. · Roney: 
Design courses can and should incorporate individual problem-
solving assignments. Instructional material for laboratory 
work in advanced courses should: identify only the parameters 
· of problems, shifting to the student more of the responsi-
bility for planning, evaluating, and summarizing the work. 
Further than this, however, the curriculum should include 
specific requirements for problems which require investi-
gating, planning·, designing, and· reporting functions .. ,, In 
a course of this type the student shou1d-be responsible for 
the selection.of a problem, a review. of relevant published 
materials,. and a we11~organized report of the work done and 
the results achieved . in the solution' of the- problem. In a 
very real:way,·the performance: of· students in this course 
can serve: to evaluate:both·the studentandthe instructional 
program. (14, p. 8) 
.The frlectronics'. .. Engineer.ing~ Technology .faculty. at Oregon Technical Ins ti-
tute could, see· no· other: solutioff to, this· problem::than to resort to con-
tacting. the; ;research·. and·;.development: companies for· authentic projects to 
providerthe.real;-life. situations. 
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Method of Obtaining Projects 
As a preliminary survey, two faculty· members visited the San Fran-
cisco Bay area in the spring of 1967. That same year two other faculty 
members attended a National Science Foundation sponsored Summer Institute 
at Oklahoma State University on Teaching Authentic Design Engineering, 
Dr. Lee Harrisburger, Dr. Richard Lowery, and other faculty members of 
Oaklahoma State University with a working knowledge of authentic projects 
were interviewed to obtain all the information possible, They were ques-
tioned concerning their experiences in their ME4F3, Engineering Design II 
courses,· and the methods used in obtaining and utilizing industry origi-
nated- and- sponsored research and development projects, 
Returning to the Oregon Technical Institute campus for the fall 
term,- 1967, the- two.faculty members from the-Summer Institute approached 
the,administration·w:i:th·the idea'. of industry:..sponsored research and de-
. velopment projects on campus and the need· for patent and proprietary 
agreements between the student(s) and the company, and the college and 
the company, The idea was received very enthusiastically by the adminis-
tration and work on the agreements was begun, These agreements (Appendix 
A) were deve1oped by the attorney for the State System of Higher Educa-
tion, the college administration-,· and the company planning to sponsor a 
research and developmentproject·on campus. 
Company'.personnel recruiters were interviewed as they arrived on cam-
pus and the-need for a; descriptive,brochurebecame very evident. Such a 
brochure: had been recommended· by; Dr.· Lowery.· A brochure was developed in 
the: summer· of 1968·.and .was finally. approved and· printed during the winter 
term- of: 1969-. · '(Appendix: B)' ···The· time' :lag ·is· indicated to show develop-
menta1· processes within a large state system, 
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During the week of· Spring Break., 1969,· personal visits and telephone 
· calls were made in; the San Francisco· Bay· area· to follow-up an earlier 
letter,-bTochure mai'l.ing. (Appendix C) In addition a four'-day field trip 
to the Port-land:, Oregon area, was· used· to make· company contacts by personal 
visits and·as follow;.,up of· an:ear-1ier letter:...brochure mailing, 
Faeultr·Student: Orientation 
Two: company·conducted·research a:nd deve1opment·seminars were held 
· on campus during: the; 1968'-1969 academic year. These seminars were used 
for faculty and student· orientation to· possible projects on campus, and 
to the nature of the·projects. The seminars included the following out-
line for discussion: 
1, Organization within the company. 
The relationship· of research and development to engineering and 
production. 
2, Research problem definition. 
How the problems are originated and the source of research and 
development topics within the company. 
3. Organizing, planning,- scheduling and budgeting of the research 
and·development. 
4, The·phi-Iosophyofresearchfor production. 
A typica1 research effort: was described with emphasis on data 
collection from:.p:roduction environment. 
S·, The resu-Its of research. 
The methods for· diss·eminating· and· imp-Iementing improvement into 
production. 
Ideas for Utilization 
The most profitable source of· information on the utilization of 
authentic·projects· on campus was the National Science Foundation Summer 
Institute on Teaching Authentic Involvement in Engineering Design at 
Oklahoma State University, 1967. The faculty members from engineering 
schools across the· country actuaHy experienced the student's position 
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as a design eng.ineer·working on an industry design problem on the univer-
sity· campus.· Five differentr companies·presentedproblems on the opening 
day of· the: Institute.: with four-man teams· assigned to each problem. Daily 
"brainstorming" (idea exchange) meetings were held with all five teams 
involved. 
Guest lecturers· and seminars were· used· effectively in helping the 
student t·o:recogni1:e' more': than, just the· te·chnological design problems. 
The seminar, "Creativity~the psychology of creative people, the politics 
of groups, and related areas" by Dr. J, H. McPherson, psychologist, Dow 
Chemical Company, (11, p. 16) presented the thinking of creative people 
and how an idea could become a usable item. Professor Jay Doblin, head 
of the Institute of Design, Illinois Institute of Technology and Vice 
President of·Unimark, Inc.,· "was concerned with the humanistic side of 
design and engineering, although he spent some time explaining psycho-
logical factors in design such as symbolism, utility, and aesthetics," 
(11, p, 16) On the negative side of humanistic design was Dr. Charles 
.· Mischke., Professor of .Mechanical.. Engineering, Iowa State University with 
· a: seminar: on "computer aided design." (11, p. 16) 
In ·additiun to the· guest· lecturers, several other specialists con-
ducted- seminars at the Summe:r·Institute, including a patent attorney, a 
consulting engineer, and faculty members in such specialties as computer 
graphics, fluidics, and· computerized design. 
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Method of Utilization 
Oregon Technical Institute's facilities.will be used for the research 
and development work, because its four year engineering technology curric-
ulums, which are actually up-side-down, appeared to be an advantageous 
factor. The differing complexity of the project problems that could be 
available requires a supply of students on different term levels. The 
two-plus-two up-side-down curriculum, with two, three and four year de-
grees available, provides that broad range of term levels. 
To determine the assignment of projects to students in the appropri-
ate term level, a personal visit by a company representative was con-
sidered necessary. The representative then becomes acquainted with the 
college's available equipment and facilities and with the competency of 
the faculty as consultants to the student(s). Any industrial firm indi-
cating an interest in sponsoring a research and development project on 
campus was invited to visit the campus to pres.ent the problem for re-
search.· The decision concerning the complexity of the problem and the 
academic level of application within the technology was made during the 
company representative's stay on campus. The faculty members involved, 
the company representative(s), and the interested students determined 
the student(s) to be assigned to the project. The student then acted as 
an employee of the company, responsible to the appointed company super-
visor, but working in. relevant academic surroundings with a competent 
faculty, a research library, evaluation equipment, and computer facili-
ties. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF STUDY 
An effective method· of obtaining names, titles, addresses, and tele-
phone: numb·ers for contacts within the 'companies that might sponsor pro-
j ects w_as.";Qy,.personal interviews with personnel recruiters as they came 
"-"~''-'"'·'"-. - -· ,,<--·-·.' , .... ,, .. ..,.., .. ,"' . '·" .. •·-·' .•. ,., .. __ ., 
on 5_§..mp_us. The brochure and the model agreements were needed for an 
--..._.....,--
effective presentation at the interviews. Forty-three electronics ori-
ente~,....r~search and development firms in the San Francisco Bay area were 
,. --•. -....... ""''-~,_,,.,,. .... ,~~--~~~~~-':"--<e.,_ ____ ., ... , ...... ___ .,,,,.,. ~~--- ., ,, --·-·· ~·· - .. 
contacted by )etter.-J:>r-.ochure (Appendix B; C) with a fo 11 ow-up . either by 
telephone or by personal visit. For the personal visit, especially, and 
for·most effectiveness from· the letter-brochure mailing, a name of one 
particular person within the company was needed. The. J?9r:t;land, Oregon 
. .. '"'''"'~~---. 
area .was .. sur,\T.E:l}'E:ld_ ill the. same ... ~anner. Five days in the San Francisco 
Bay· area and• three days, in the Portland ar·ea was insufficient time for 
: personal visits to alL interested firms· or even for making telephone 
ca1ls to all companies to· which: brochures had been mailed. 
As a· .result of, the 1'etter-brochure mailing, however, one company in 
the San Francisco Bay area, telephoned·· immediately on receipt of the let-
ter requesting a visit for·further explanation, Representatives from 
this company visited the·campus, hired two students for summer and two 
graduates for full-time employment. The company is now sponsoring seven 
projects. Two electronic projects and one mechanical project were also 
obtained by the Bay area and Portland visits. Several companies are 
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looking seriously at their manpower needs and the availability of an engi-
neer to supervise an on-campus Tesearch and development prqject, The 
numerical tabulation of mailings, telephone calls, personal visits, and 
number and types of responses is shown in Table I, (15 through 27) 
TABLE I 
NUMERICAL TABULATION OF CONTAGTMETHODSAND TYPES OF RESPONSES 
CONTACT IN FOLLOW-
METHOD PROCESS PROMISED POSSIBLES UP FUTURE DEAD ** 
L M s L M S L M s L M s L M S L M s 
LETTER 1 1 3 4 1 5 26 2 1 2 4 so 
PHONE 1 1 2 3 1 5 1 9 1 1 1 26 
RECRUITER 1 1 4 1 9 5 3 1 25 
PERSONAL 
VISIT 1 1 1 3 3 4 3 2 1 19 
COMPANY 
ON CAMPUS 1 1 1 1 1 5 
TOTAL* 
COMPANIES 3 3 8 43 12 7 76 
*Several contac,t methods per company **Total company contacts per method 
L = Larger companie:s, ;over 1,000 employees 
M '= Medium companies', 100 to 1,000 employees 
S = Small :companies, less than 100 employees 
In Process = Compani:es' with projects in the developmental stage to be 
brought on campusi this 'fall. for students in the Research and Develop-
ment COUTSe (1969) 
· Promised:·=- Companies with: promis:ed projects for this fall term but not 
yet assigned or identified sp·ecificaily (1969) 
Possibles= Companies seriously looking for developmental ideas ·for which 
they can write the specifications for assignment to students on.campus 
Follow-up= Companies·withwhich some initial-contact has been made but 
no specific answer has been received 
Future= Companies which have encouraged a future contact but which are 
still in organizational throes, or which can see no application at 
present, or which appear to be good contacts for the future 
Dead= Companies with which no further contact would be of any value (no 
research and development, defunct, moving, too remote a location 
from Oregon Technical Institute), or companies which could not be 
located in the telephone book or at the street address given, 
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From the tabu-lated data and from experience with the telephone con-
versations and personal interviews, some interpretations seem justified: 
(1) · The· ''In ·Proce,ss" and "Promis~d" columns indicate the time lag 
in the larger companies between first contact and actual company involve-
ment on campuso Experience has indicated that the smaller the company 
the quicker the action on implementing on-campus projectso The large 
company with a project in process involved over a year of development 
work before the project was started on campus in the fall of 19680 In 
contrast the one small company has seven projects progressing very rapidly 
since the first contact five months ago, Progress is being made with the 
medium size& c.ompany w,ith two projects for the fall term 1969 but the 
organi·zational: proces.s is much slower o · Four larger c-ompanies have prom-
ised at least .one or more: projects for the fall term, but it appears now 
that the· assignments· cannot be: made until ,.we,11: into the· fall term with 
work commencing· even later:o A:1Linitial contacts were made within a 
period of less than a montho 
An interesting contact was made with Oregon Technical Products, a 
subsidiary of Textron Incorporated, when the company's program manager 
made a personal visit to the campus. He called to make an appointment 
to visit .the campus and talk over the possibilities of sponsoring one or 
more project~, He ha·s p·romised to write· specifications for a.t least one 
· on-campus projecto· · The program manager had·been instructed to contact 
\_ 
Oregon Technical. Institute as a result of an earlier visit by an Oregon 
Technical; Institute·. faculty member to a· subsidiary of Textron in the San 
· Francisco Bay area. 
(2) The "Possibles"- are· .pr.edominantly in the larger company area, 
once again· incj.icatingthe slower action of larger·companieso Personal 
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visits are almost a necessity to route properly the information to the 
person- within the company who will be able to' be the most effective in 
obtaining. industry involvement on campus. Where'apersonal visit was made 
· these companies indicated'. an interest but· needed time· to find the man-
power to· write the proj·ect specifications and· supervise the project while 
on- campus. ·- The ·need for a personal visit i's further indicated in the 
"Follow-up"·column. 
(3) In•·th·e "Follow-up" column· not many personal visits are indicated 
but this is· the follow-up that is needed. The four personal visits with 
the extremely large companies produced interviews with men who were too 
far removed from the research and development areas of the companies to 
be of any help in obtaining projects except to introduce the interviewer 
to someone in a position of providing a project. These interviews took 
a full half day- and were: profitable in company-college relations but not 
in obtaining projects. -- The. twenty-six small companies contacted by let-
ter would-probably· givea:negative· or• affirmative, answer with a personal 
contact· by-·telepho-ne or-visit. 
(4) The "Future"' c·olumn is·· made, up··of, those· companies which are in-
terested· but not· ready to ·make a0 decision at· this time. One small company 
was placed in this column even though it" was·· not interested in talking 
further. The company· repTesentative said they had had a "sad experience" 
with one of the larger engineering colleges in an on-campus project and 
the company was not prepared to go through another such experience. It 
was placed in the future column for contact after Oregon Technical Insti-
tute was able to offer some successful examples. Four companies in this 
column· show no contacts but have been recommended by factory representa-
tives for future. contact. 
(5) Those companies listed in the "Dead" column need no further 
contact because it would be a waste of time: to pursue them further in 
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any way. · One of these·companieswas not interested even though it could, 
no doubt, provide researchprojects·that·requiredhighly specialized test 
equipment· in: the microwave areas. Another· company felt it should help 
Bay· area· schooTs be.fore- going· to· a· d,istant· school lil<e Oregon Technical 
Institute.·· An- Ore:gon· paper· mill (a typical Union- Shop type of operation) 
was interested- onl:y- in hiring· electricians· and- wanted to leave the re-
search· and· deve·lopment· to other companies. One company was moving to 
San Diego,· two· were out·of business,·and·onecouldnot be located. 
Analysis of Industry Responses 
· Thirty-four out of the seventy-six companies shown in Table I have 
been contacted by a telephone call or·a personal visit so their response 
is known. · Forty;--two or fifty'-fi ve percent· of the companies have not been 
contacted other- than by letter or with the company recruiter and, there-
fore, have· not given any: specific answer to whether they are interested 
in sponsoring a.project· on th~ Oregon· Technical· Institute campus. These 
companies' will; be contacted· as· time becomes.- avail ab le. Using only the 
thirty;--four- companies· that· have· given- answers as· to their interest, the 
following· is an analysis of Table I: 
-A.· · Eleven- on'-campus· projects: are in: process with at least four more· 
promised·,· for· a: tota:l of· fifteen· projects·· from· the thirty-four companies 
contacted·. · These· fifteen· projects·, representing· six (6/34 = 0 .18 or 18%) 
of the companies-,·were provided as a result of the initial personal con-
tact. However, the six companies provided fifteen projects, increasing 
the ratio of projects to initial company contacts to . .44 (15/34 = .44 or 
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a percentage of 44%).· This· encouraging·percentage·indicates the number 
of projects which· are availablefor·on'-campus·research and development. 
B·. · · Another eight companies· have indicated an interest, and are tak-
ing· a serious look· at· their manpower availability for supervising an on-
campus project. Twenty'-four percent (8/34 = 0.235) of the companies find 
the proposal of sufficient merit to warrant further investigation. 
C. Fifteen of the forty-three companies in the "Follow-up" column 
have been contacted·by telephone and/or visits and have shown sufficient 
interesttO"make further·contact·ofpossible value. Forty-four percent 
(15/34· = 0.44:) of·the companies having·a personal contact are interested 
.but need: more time to· evaluate .the. possibiH ties· for their companies. 
D·, The three· companies· having· personal· contacts in the "Future" 
· column,· nine· percent· (3/34 = • 09) of· the companies, are interested but 
not ready· to take· positive actionc at:· this time. 
E. · Two companies or only six percent (2/34 = .06) of those compa-
nies in a position of furnishing on'-campus projects gave a "no" answer, 
The above·percentag<:;s would indicate that there are authentic proj-
ects available to the technical institute and college of technology. 
Industry can be interested in providing authentic, unsolved problems for 
on--campus research.· · Finally, the "how to obtain" question has been at 
least partia-Uy answered. 
One of: the·more,significant·aspects of the·personal interviews with 
company; engine.ers: was the availability. of· project· possibilities. Almost 
unanimously· they· agreed:that·there:were·ideas,and/orproblems available. 
· Engineers· or: physicists· in- the~ smaite.r· companies were,· in many cases, the 
president· or· manager of- the· company; and· in- this· position they could 
implement· their ideas when- manpower was provided by an organization such 
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· as Oregoff Technical· Institute~· ·· Since· authentic projects on the college 
campus·were a partial answer to their manpower needs, the smaller compa-
nies appear·tobe·the·primary source of authentic projects. The larger 
companies, however,·· have the engineers with the ideas for research and 
development projects bl,lt are not as free to develop specifications for 
presentation to the student on a college campus. Within the larger 
companies the engineering time was not available for supervision of an 
on-campus project. However, the larger company vice-presidents or engi-
neering managers promised·to consider seriously the possibilities. As 
rapport is developed more projects will become available from the larger 
companies which appear to be not only a more steady source of projects 
but also financially able to supply test equipment to the college. (16, 
17 19 24 27) 
' ' ' 
Another'. factor· that shou;ld not· be· overlooked, in the· faculty-company 
interviews· and on;,.;carnpus·· project· contributo·rs, was· the development of 
· good public· re:lations. · · One· of· the largest wor1d;...wide construction compa-
nies was just· dev·eloping· a· technician· clas·sification within its organiza-
tion.·· · The two· faculty· members,· in their· visit· to· this large company, 
were able· to establish excellent placement possibilities for both the 
two year and four year engineering technology graduates. (27) Those 
company engineers visiting the Oregon Technical Institute campus were 
most favorably impressed with the faculty, facilities, and equipment 
available for research anddeve1opmentprojects. These visits were also 
a rea1 as~istance in locating future employment possibilities with the 
···company for the·Oregon Technical Institute·graduates. 
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Utilization Results 
· Oregon Technical Institute was obviously suited for the utilization 
of industry;,-sponsored r.esearch and development projects for the student 
on campus· with·its· two·, three· and ·four· yeaT degree· programs. The authen-
tic projects .are· utiliz.:ed in· the Research·· and· Development Projects courses 
required in the third· and· fourth years· ('24 .. cTedits). When the company 
indicated an interest in sponsoring a project, the company engineering 
representative was invited on campus, at his expense, to present the 
problem to the students· in the Research and Development courses. 
After faculty, student, and company discussion, the student(s) 
interested were·assigned·to the project. From that time on the student(s) 
were working for·the company with the faculty member acting only as an 
advisor. Thestudent(s) do their own organizing, planning of procedure, 
reseaTch,·development, ga.thering·of scientific data, ma.king decisions, 
drawing conclusions,·· and writing a formal report. The faculty is used 
for consultation as needed and close liaison is maintained with the com~ 
pany· engineering· supervisor .. ·As stated· in· the· agreement with the company, 
the· company; accepts at. least: one~ collect· telephone call a week from the 
student(s). 
A' documented· log· book is kept .. by·:· the· student in the form required by 
the company·and· facuity:advisor.: Mid"-term .. and· end'-of;..the'-term typed re-
. ports· are· requi-red· by-the· faculty·.advisor·. ·· - Periodic oral reports to the 
class and interested· faculty are given within the limits of the proprie-
tary inf"ormation agreement. 
At the conclusion of the project the students prepare a formal writ-
ten report forthe company.· Also they are taken to the company, at the 
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company· expense, for·an oral presentation- of the· results of their research 
and a discussion" of· their· written report and log books. The sponsoring 
company agrees·to·reimburse·the college for expenditures directly attrib-
utable· to theproject·and essential to its accomplishment, such as dupli-
cating services and film, and to make available specialized test equipment 
or components as required for the project. 
The use of·seminars, specialists·on the faculty, visiting industry 
specialists, and guest speakers·has proven valuable. Oral progress re-
ports·and student conducted seminars are used effectively with periodic 
· "brainstorming": sessions. 
· Two· seminars:,· one: by Boeing· of· Seattle,·· Washington, representing a 
large· company·,· and· the· other by- Cintra· of· Mountain View, California ( 40 
· employees):,· representing~ a .. small: companr, helped· increase the enthusiasm 
of· the faculty-- for· industry· invo1ved··proj ects· and· brought staff comments 
favoring more such· seminars; These seminars were also .used effectively 
in· the utilization of authentic projects. 
One: problem appeared;no company supervision was given to the design 
engineering· student while· the engineering technology student would re-
quire more company engineering staff involvement and supervision. This 
increased the cha1lenge· of the study but has slowed the process ·of ob-
taining authentic projects. 
An.Ideal Project 
One· project, as.·.of this writing:, has· been on- campus for the last 
· academic year. - The, de,si.gn· critique: from· the· company· on the original 
design by· the· students·states briefly-: · This design is good, and it is 
probably·the·most· economica1 system·that· could·be designed today using 
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standard procedures and components and still· meet specifications·, but it 
costs too much (only $200.00 under the lowest $800.00.similar unit now 
on the market); it should now be redesigned using new concepts to reduce 
costs. The students redesigned with the following results: 
(1) There are at least three, probably more, ideas that are 
worthy of patent search, (2) the students are to provide (the 
company) with working drawings of their design so that over 
the summer (the company) can build the components needed to 
test the design, (3) (the company) will attempt to supply test 
equipment to run a full test program next year (fall, 1969)--
about $40,000. 00 worth. . . . There are branching ideas that have 
come up that could lead to new projects .... (28, p. 1, 2) 
The supervising professor reported: 
The authentic involvement method of teaching design seems 
to be working very well. The students are motivated far more 
than ever before. They are learning how to learn on their 
own thru independent study and research and finding it can 
be a very-rewarding experience. (28, p. 2) 
To reinforce the supervising· professor's statements, the two company 
supervisors stated repeatedly, 
that the students knew more about (their research and develop-
ment project design) than eighty·percent of the engineers 
at (the company) with twenty years of experience. They are 
also learning to work with each other and with others thru 
letters, telephone calls, etc., experiences they would never 
have had in conventional design projects. (28, p. 2) 
New Projects and Developments 
The ten projects being developed for the beginning of fall term, 
1969, were obtained (as indicated in Chapter II) through letter-brochure 
contacts, personal visits to the· companies at their request, and then 
their· visit· to campus. Instead o·f the students choosing the projects the 
three staff members involved with the students in earlier laboratory 
courses--so they knew their capabilities--chose four students to partici-
pate. These four students worked at two companies as engineering tech-
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nicians through the summer monthsandbrought·theproblems on campus 
this fa'll- for research· and· deve1opment·. ·Both companies requested this 
method of orienting- the-studentsto·the•prob1em·so·they could more intel-
ligently: develop· a- so1ution. 
A recent visit· with the president of the smal 1- company sponsoring 
seven·of the·above·projects indicatedthepracticality of the two-year 
graduate's readines,s to utilize an authentic project on campus. As com-
pany president and head of research and development for the company he 
was well pleased with the work done by the students during the summer 
and was confident the on-campus projects would prove valuable to the 
company. He gave a "100% endorsement of the plan." (29) 
Of further advantage to the student is the fact that he receives 
four credit hours for his summer's work by enrolling in a projects class. 
The scho'o1· requires that he:· send his, supervising· professor a weekly 
report, amidsummer:surnmary·report,·and·a·final report for which he re-
ceives· a· grade· .. : These.reports· not· only: earnc the- student· credits but 
they also prove to·be·a:valuablehelp,to the·instructional staff in see-
ing the· needs: of the: graduate:, for job entry- ·and updating instructional 
material. 
As a final analysis o-f the·results of a year's concentrated study 
of authentic projects, it appears that the time for the initial contacts· 
with the companies should be in early· September in preparation for proj-
ects to be brought on campus a year later at the beginning of the school 
year. The students should be assigned to the company before the end of 
the spring term so that they can develop the·problem during the summer 
and• be prepared ·for .immediate researcfr as' they return to campus in the 
fall. The time from February on,· f·or most electronic and electronic 
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related- firms, is devoted·to preparing for the IEEE Show in New York, 
new consumer mode-ls, conventions, and' -the WESCON' show in August. Since 
the- engineering·personnelareheavilyrinvolved during this time, contacts 
· and follow:.,up by; persona;L interviews need: to: be· made prior to the first 
of· February to. be: most -effective.-·: For the larger· companies the time in-
volved· between- initial· contact and' project implementation on campus is 
much· greater; a: year or more, is-indicated from Table I. 
Sufficient information has been obtained to justify the continuation 
of authentic projects on the Oregon Technical Institute campus and from 
this presentation to aid other technical institutes and colleges -of tech-
nology. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the availability of 
industrya,-sponsored research and development projects for students on the 
Oregon· Techni-ca1 Institute campus and if available to determine how they 
can:be·used·within·anElectronics Engineering Technology curriculum. 
Since se:veral:. engineering: colleges- have:_be,en involved in this type of 
design prob-l·ems ~ · the:ir experiences· were used: as' examp1es to implement 
such projects on the-Oregon Technical Institute campus. Very little 
information was avai-lable·onhow to· obtain authentic projects from in-
dustry·, thereby -further· justifying this· study to meet a need for authen-
tic', unsolved- problems for research and development within an Engineer-
ing Technology· curriculum. What are·the factors involved in obtaining 
and utili·zing- authentic projects within an engineering technology learn-
ing process? For this study a descriptive brochure, "Technology Projects," 
was designed and printed, patent and proprietary agreements were devel-
oped, and letters of introduction were composed. 
From· a list of seventy-six. companies, seventy;;.two have been contacted 
in- some: manne:r;.,.,letter--brochure~, personnel recruiter·, telephone call, or 
persona-I visit.·· Of these· s,eve-nty;--two:, thirty-four have been contacted 
personally.by telephone orvisH to the company. Only two companies (6%) 
out· of: the thirty;--four· have· indicated· no: interest· in authentic projects. 
Although· projects from· the· larger companies are slower in materializing, 
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these projects which·were promised by the larger companies are included 
· in this year:' s study and increases the number to fifteen projects from 
six companies. In other words, eighteen: percent of· the thirty-four com-
panies have: ... made, projects available with: the·· initial· personal contact. 
Another eight· companies·· (24%·) are· taking a· "serious· look" at their man-
power availabilities· for·supervising·on:..campus projects; Fifteen compa-
· nies· (44%) · have indicated an· interest· but· want more time to evaluate. 
And three·companies have indicated they·might"be·interested in the future. 
All·companies indicated- there were ideas and/or problems available so the 
source is unlimited.· · However,· the· obtaining of such projects is limited 
by lack of· travel funds and time· for the company;,-facul ty interviews, by 
company-problems in creating interest among their engineers to supervise 
a project on campus, and by the time and effort necessary for the company 
engineers· to write specifications for the problem. 
Findings 
Three'questions:were asked;in the Statement of· the· Problem. First, 
"Arei ~µthentic" piroj~cts- avairla:ble and· in· what ways- can they be obtained?" 
-·--·- . 
Second·, "How0.caff industry be: interested;- inc providing· authentic, unsolved 
problems· -for-· on;..campus res,earch and· possible so1utions?" Third, "If such 
prob1ems· are' available 0, • what-· are some of· the: advantages and the procedures 
necessary: f·or making the· mos-t· efficient use· of such· projects?" 
· In answer to· the, first- que~!,ion-, ·· this· study indicates there are au-
thentic projects·available andthemethodusedwas effective in obtaining 
projects for on'-campus· research and development. A descriptive brochure 
of authentic projects was used as well· as patent and proprietary agree-
ments. Personal visits·tothe companies were required for.all projects 
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obtained to route the information to personnel within the company who 
would be directly involved with the·projects and to determine the interest 
of the company in sponsoring authentic on'-campus projects. The brochure 
was more effective if made available to interested personnel prior to a 
personal visit. 
The second question was answered by the method used in this study 
but a further study may indicate more effective methods of interesting 
companies in providing authentic, unsolved problems for on-campus research 
and possible solution. The need now is for several successfully completed 
projects to use as examples for the questioning companies. 
Since problems are available, the answer to the first part of ques-
tion three gives the following advantages: 
(1) For the student 
(a) improved motivation 
(b) increased learning effectiveness through real learning 
situations 
(c) experiencing of real life parameters--pressures of need 
and time, test equipment needs, material costs and avail-
ability, manufacturing processes 
(d) experiencing administrative research procedures 
(e) improved verbal and written communication through appli-
cation under working conditions 
(f) learning teamwork 
(g) aided in choosing their position of employment on gradua-
tion 
(h) for some, prior to graduation work experiences adding 
maturity to their continued learning process 
(2) For the company 
(a) technician manpower for research and development 
(b) faculty consultation 
(c) technician recruiting advantages 
(3) For the college 
(a) improved relevancy of instruction 
(b) company specialists on campus for seminars or guest lectures 
(c) improved company-college relations 
(d) improved student placement 
(e) specialized test equipment made available to the college 
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· Two methods: ·could---be- used· 'in: answer· to· the- last part of question 
·· · · · · three;· if·: no· cornrse existed .for the; appiication of authentic projects it 
would have· to· be· imp·lemented.- within- the· curriculum. · For this study 
Oregon-Technical Institute· used· its· junior- and· senior Research and Devel-
opment Projects courses·requiredfor·aU engineering technology bacca-
laureate· degree graduates.· 'fhe· industryc--sponsored authentic projects 
were the fulfillment of a need in these courses and for this study pro-
vided the procedures for the·utilization of authentic projects, 
Conclusions 
Industry:...sponsored authentic projects are available for on-campus· 
research· and development·. - · The· brochure "Technology Projects" appears to 
··be· the; most· effectiv.e presentation to the companies,· whether by letter 
or· in- personal· interviews·:,· or-with' the on:..campus-- recruiters. Personal 
· •·.visits. to the companies,, are. necessary- but, should• be· planned to avoid con-
flict· with annual· conventions,·industry-shows,·and new·model introduc-
. tions. · For greater· effectiveness· the· company engine·ering supervisor for 
the· proj ·ect" should· visit· the campus· so·· he· is familiar with the facilities 
· -available. A campu.s project coordinator and a research committee repre-
senting all areas of instruction are also desirable to provide organiza-
tion of effort in all curricula on campus and·assurance of continuation 
· of' the program. 
The advantages of authentic·projects are sufficient to warrant the 
· development of: courses within· a curricu:lum: to utilize such projects; the 
instructiona:l·stafLand-studen:ts,will find a challenging and effective 
· : · · teaching:. and:.lea,rning: process. 
.. . • : This· study: dd:d not~ include: the• applicatiow of· authentic projects on 
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campus to the last term of the two year curriculum, but it is anticipated 
that these projects· could·be used effectively. The faculty involved with 
the second year students would have to- b·e selective in the students cho-
sen to· participate in such projects. Using a laboratory projects course 
which meets ten clock hours per week and is required in the 6th term of 
the curriculum, the authentic project could be used if it became availa-
ble. The problem appears to be that of obtaining projects that could be 
completed in one term. 
Recommendations 
Several companies lacked interest in sponsoring any type of on-
campus projects due to 11 sad experiences" withprevious college-company 
relationships. A continuing· study needs.to be made of th~ ~ffective:riess 
of on .. campus au then tic projects in providing technical res ear ch manpe>\f~r, 
·---·---.-,., ____ .,.. .. '-·-····-···'"' " ~ .,., .,,___ .. .... .. .. , •. ., .. a-,.~---~., ,, 
recruiting advantages, facu1ty 0 consul tat ion advantag~s, and actual prob-
lem solutions of value to the company. 
The limited experience in the:uti1ization of·projects on campus in-
dicates that a-further study of the advantages claimed for the student 
should be made. Since not all graduates will have the advantage of au-
thentic on-campus projects, a study of the graduates as they enter indus-
try and as they progress in industry would be of real value in any eval-
uation of the effectiveness of these projects. There may be better pro-
cedures indicated by such a study. 
The present study should be continued to include the additional 
forty-'two companies with which no personal contact has been made and 
from this a more accurate evaluation could be obtained,· The spin-off 
from this study has indicated there are other disciplines than electronics 
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technology for which projects are available and the possibilities should 
be investigated. There are many other areas of the United States in which 
research and development· work is being conducted and where further studies 
could be made. Further studies and theutilization of on-campus authentic 
projects could prove profitable to other technical institutes and colleges 
of technology. 
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OREGON STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
OREGON TECHNICAL 'INSTITUTE 
PROJECT AGREEMENT 
This agreement, dated as of , 19 , between the OREGON STATE 
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION, on behalf of OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, hereinafter re-
ferred to as the INSTITUTE, and , hereinafter 
referred to as COMPANY, is tntended to provide students with research and development 
projects in connection with course work as described in the current INSTITUTE catalog. 
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The agreement is to enable industry to participate with the INSTITUTE in the 
development of projects that will be relevant for both industry and student participants. 
The projects are to qualify as junior and senior research and development projects that 
will provide educational experience for students pursuing a baccalaureate degree. The 
following items constitute the agreement: 
1. COMPANY will send its designated project leader to INSTITUTE to present 
a project problem to the student(s) assigned to the project. 
2. Student(s) assigned to work on the problem and to endeavor·to solve 
the problem will function freely and work independently under the 
direction of the INSTITUTE faculty member in charge. A written report 
will be submitted to COMPANY'S project leader by the student(s) prior to 
the end of each school term or earlier should a report be required by 
COMPANY. Upon completi~n of the project the student(s) wi l-1 prepare a 
written and an oral report for COMPANY'S project leader. The project will 
involve approximately 125 clock hours per student ~er term. 
3. h is mutually understood and agreed that no principal-agent, employer-
~mploye, master-servant or other relationship exists between the pcir"ties, 
nor between the participating student (s) and the INSTITUTE, by virtue of 
this agreement other than .as exp! ici tly set forth herein. 
-2-
4. The COMPANY wt 11 advise INST.ITUTE, In writing of proprietary Informa-
tion disclosures which it .intends to· make to faculty of the INSTFJ'UTE. 
The I NSTJTUTE sha 11 then e.xe.rc,i se -reasonab-Jei care· in protecting said 
proprieta,ry informa,tion, both dur.ing, the· term of this· agreement and 
thereafter. 
5, The student(s) will prepare. a .formal prese·ntatlon·wHh visual aids, 
such as sl.ides, charts and/o-r d.r,awings for presentation to the COMPANY 
at the end of the term. The COMPANY ag·rees tc. prov·i de transportation 
for earlier plant visits in the event it is mutually agreeable between 
it and the student(s) that such a visit w111 be of value to the student 
effort. 
6. COMPANY agrees to reimburse INSTITUTE for the modest costs of long 
distance te 1 ephone ca 11 s, .postage,., rep-reduced copies of the report, 
slides, and supplies which may be used tn the completion of the project; 
either during the term of the contract or thereafter. These costs will 
be control led by the supervising faculty member involved in leading the 
project. Neither the COMPANY or the INST1TUTE will be obligated in ·any 
way to supply equipment either on a loan or donated basis to complete 
the development project. Overhead costs such as faculty salaries, heat, 
lights, water, gas, etc., will be borne by the INSTITUTE. 
7, This agreement shall extend fbt five years from the effective date hereof. 
This agreement shall terminate at the conclusion of the project if only 
one in number, or at the comcluslon of all of the projects if there were 
more than one. The agreement may also be terminated at -any time on a 
mutually satisfactory basis; also either party may cancel the agreement 
by giving thirty day's advance- notice in writing to the other party. 
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This document sets forth the entire agreement between the parties as to the subject 
matter of this agreement and merges all prior discussions between them. 
DATE-------------------------------
STATE OF OREGON ACTING BY AND THROUGH 
THE STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
ON BEHALF OF OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
BY 
---H-.-A-.---B-o-rk-,--v-i-ce--C_h_a_n-ce-...ll_o_r__,,f_o_r---------
Business Affairs 
BY 
.....,,..--,---=-.,...,,.,,-----=-----------------------R. L. Collins, Secretary 
OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
STUDENT PROJECT AGREEMENT 
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The purpose of this agreement is to enable Oregon Technical lnst'itUte to assi-gn 
meaningful junior and senior projects to students pursuing a baccalaureate degree. 
Current industrial problems assigned through this project are beneficial to industry, 
students and faculty. The agreement endeavors to prov,ide al.I par.ti-es with maximum 
flexibility in pursuing a project and to protect all parties to the agreement. Students 
pa rt i c i pat i ng in the project are working toward a degree and wi 11 be receiving credit and 
a grade should they perform acceptably to the supervising faculty member. The fact that 
a student's efforts may or may not result in a patentable item will not determine his 
grade. Al I parties should bear in mind that the student is a, student first and then a 
participant in a project leading to a conclusion, hopefully useful In industry. 
The fol lowi,ng i terns constitute the terms of the agreement between the student(s) 
and the company. 
I. wi 11 send its designated project leader to 
Oregon Technical Institute to present a project problem to the student(s) 
signing this agreement. 
2. Student(s) assigned to work on the problem and to endeavor to solve 
the problem wi 11 function freely and work independently ,mder the 
direction of a faculty member in charge. A written report wi 11 be 
submitted to 's project leader by the 
student(s) prior to the end of each school term or earlier should 
a report be required by Upon completion of 
the project the student(s) will prepare a written and ·an oral report 
for 's project leader. The project will in-
volve approximately 125 clock hours per student per term. 
-2-
3. It is mutually understood and agreed that no principle-agent, employer-
employe, master-servant or other relationsh.ip exists between the· parties 
hereto by virtue of this agreement other than as. explicitly set forth herein. 
4. Participating student(s) will take reasonable care to protect proprietary 
information supplied by-------------~ 
5. The student(s) assign inventions arising out of the project and gives 
6. 
) 
--------------- a royalty free 1 icense to make, use 
and sell anything communicated to--------------~ in 
connection with the project, except where the student actua11y reduced 
an invention to practice prior to the project and identified the invention 
for at the ti me it was communicated to the 
company. The student(s) agree(s) to assign to 
------------
its successors and assigns his (their) entire right, title and interest in 
all inventions arising out of the project problem and all applicat·ions for 
letter patents thereon which may be filed. The student'(s) also agree(s) 
at 's request, that he (they) will, without 
-------------~ 
further consideration, apply for letters patent for any· or all of such in-
ventions in all countries desired by----------------~· 
but at the expense of-----------------' and will sign 
any and a 11 papers, take a 11 1 awfu 1 oaths and do a 11 1 awfu 1 acts requ i re.d 
on or concerning such application and/or divisions, continuations or re-
issues thereof. 
----------------
agrees that in the event the student(s) 
develop(s) an invention during the course of solving the problem relating 
to the problem, upon which a patent application is filed, to pay to the 
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Oregon Technical Institute Development Fund the amount. of$ ____ _ 
at such time as each appl I cation Is filed and an addi.tional $ ____ _ 
for each patent as may issue from each such application. 
]. If an invention is made, the student(s) will not, during or after the 
8. 
9. 
agreement, publish or discuss without ----------'s written 
consent any information concerning the invention or improvements, or pro-
prietary information he obtains from------------
--------------~is free to discuss all information supplied 
to it by the student(s) and to use such information in any way not prevented 
by valid patents or inventions which did not arise out of the project. 
---------- agrees to accept at least one collect call from the 
student(s) each week. 
10. agrees to provide transportation for the 
student(s) working on the project to visit 's 
plant at the end of the term to present a formal oral report of his (their) 
work on the project problem to _________ 's personnel. The company 
also agrees to provide transportation for earlier plant visits in the event 
it is mutually agreeable between and the student(s) 
that such a visit will be of value to the student effort. 
11. The student(s) will prepare a formal presentation with visual aids, such as 
slides, charts and/or drawings. 
12. It is mutually agreed that this agreement shall terminate at the conclusion 
of the project or when mutually agreed upon by the------------
company and the supervising faculty member signing this agreement with the 
exception of the terms set forth in paragraphs 5, 6, 7, and 8. It is mutually 
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agreed that either party may cance I the agreement without forfeit, with notice 
in writing, to the other party in thirty (30) days, upon receipt of said notice. 
This document sets forth the entire agreement and understandtng between the parties 
as to the subject matter of this Agreement and me.rges al I pdo,r di··sc(Jsslons between them, 
and none of the parties shal I be bound by any conditions, definitions, warranties or re-
presentations with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement, or as·duly set forth 
on or subsequent to the date hereof in writing and signed b) an authorized person, or of 
officer, of the.party to be bound thereby. 
FOR OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Accepted and agreed to this----------- day of~--------------------
Oregon Technical Institute 
By------------------------------------------------' S upe rv is i ng · Fa cu I ty Member. 
-------------------------------~Student -----------------------------------'Student 
Student 
-------------------------------~ 
-------------------------------~'Student 
Student 
-------------------------------~ 
-------------------------------~'Student 
Student 
-------------------------------~ 
-------~----------------------~'Student 
FOR THE COMPANY 
Accepted and agreed to this ~------------~day of~-------------------------
By __________________________________________________________ ~ 
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OBJECTIVE: 
The purpose of this brochure is to interest: 
• Industrial Firms 
• Research and/or Development Organizations 
• Educational Institutions 
• Governmental Agencies {Federal-State-Local) in pro-
viding research or development projects for students 
at Oregon Technical Institute-the solving of which will 
be mutually beneficial to the sponsor, the student. and 
the college. 
ADVANTAGES TO THE SPONSOR: 
1. A potential for having a development or modification 
accomplished or a problem solved. 
2. An unusual opportunity for pre-recruitment selection. 
3. Students who have had project experiences become 
productive at a faster rate in subsequent employment 
situations. 
ADVANTAGES TO THE STUDENT: 
1. An opportunity to develop initiative, ingenuity, and 
educational experiences in solving a real and useful 
problem. 
2. An opportunity to work in association with profes-
sional specialists from technological fields prior to 
the actual employment situation. 
3. Project experiences develop self confidence and 
good employment attitudes. 
ADVANTAGES TO THE COLLEGE: 
1. An opportunity to keep the educational programs of 
the college abreast of recent technological advance-
ments. 
2. An opportunity to increase the effectiveness of on-
campus programs through the involvement of sci-
entists, engineers, and other persons from the profes-
sions. 
THE "PROJECTS" IDEA: 
1. Students--especially during the junior and senior 
years--enroll- in "projects" classes intended to pro-
vide research, development, and problem solving 
experiences. 
2. Authentic industry-sponsored projects are more 
meaningful and challenging to students than simu-
lated projects. 
3. Projects are selected which demand student partici-
pation_ from original planning through culmination. 
4. Gathering of scientific data-or other appropriate 
research-is involved in project organization and 
development. 
5. The student tends to become highly motivated when 
the sponsoring organization has a keen interest in 
the outcome of the project. {The professional person 
representing the organization is primarily responsible 
for judging the success of the project.) 
PROJECTS: 
A suitable project may be: 
• The development of a new instrument 
• The accomplishment of a modification of an existing 
system or process 
• The solving of any specified problem in an area of 
a technology 
• The exploration of existing patents for marketable 
products. 
SPONSOR PARTICIPATION: 
The sponsoring organization agrees to: 
Send a representative to the Klamath Falls campus to 
discuss the proposed problem with the projects class 
and the appropriate faculty member. 
Accept authorized collect telephone calls from the 
college as necessary while work is being done on the 
project. 
Reimburse the college for expenditures directly at-
tributable to the project and essential to its accomplish-
ment. 
Make available specialized test equipment or com-
ponents as required for the project. 
Assign a project monitor who is knowledgeable con-
cerning the problem, and who will supply technical 
advice. 
Facilitate transportation for the student{s) to the loca-
tion of the sponsoring organization at the end of the 
project for personal presentation of the final report. 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION: 
The student agrees to: 
Spend a minimum of one hundred twenty-five hours 
per term on the project. 
Keep detailed, dated log books. 
Submit written progress reports as required by the 
sponsor, faculty member, or both. 
Prepare a detailed, written, final report. 
Support the written report with an oral presention to 
the sponsor when the project is terminated. 
PATENTS & PROPRIETARY INFORMATION 
Oregon Technical Institute, its faculty, and participating 
students, agree to exercise all reasonable care in pro-
tecting proprietary information supplied by a sponsor. 
A patent arising from the investigations of a student will 
be signed over to the appropriate company at the 
request of an authorized officer. 
Personnel at the college are concerned primarily 
with the timeliness and importance of the problems. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
If your organization is interested in participating in this 
program, write to: 
William P. Grimes, Projects Director 
Oregon Technical Institute 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601 
Phone: 503-832-6321 
Published by the Oregon State System of Higher Education 
OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE: 
Oregon Technical Institute is the Co-
educational Polytechnic College in Ore-
gon's State System of Higher Education. 
Oregon Tech moved in 1964 to a new 
campus within the northern city limits of 
the City of Klamath Falls. The 158 acre 
campus overlooks Upper Klamath Lake 
and its mountain background. The eight 
major structures on the new campus are 
the Classroom, Laboratory, Instructional 
Shops, Library-Commons, Administra-
tion, Residence Hall, Physical Education, 
and Physical Plant t,uildings. All build-
ings are heated by natural hot water 
wells located on the campus. 
TWO PLUS TWO: 
"Two Plus Two" alludes to Oregon 
Tech's two-year lower division programs 
which lead to associate degrees and two-
year upper-division programs which lead 
to baccalaureate degrees. Students who 
have earned associate degrees at Ore-
gon Tech or a Community College with 
a gpa of 2.25 or higher in the same or 
related technologies may enter Oregon 
Tech's Bachelor of Technology degree 
programs. 
DEGREES AND PROGRAMS: 
Bachelor of Technology degrees are 
awarded in: Civil Engineering Technol-
ogy, Mechanical Engineering Technol-
ogy, Electrical Engineering Technology, 
Medical Laboratory Technology, and 
Auto-Diesel Technology. 
Associate of Engineering or Associate of 
Applied Sciences degrees are awarded 
in: Electronics Engineering Technology, 
Electro-Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nology, Engineering Drafting Technol-
ogy, Highway Engineering Technology, 
Mechanical Engineering Technology, 
Structural Engineering Technology, Sur-
veying Engineering Technology, Ac-
counting Technology, Automotive Tech-
nology, Automotive Tune-Up and Instru-
mentation Technology, Dental Assistant 
Technology, Diesel Technology, Environ-
mental Health Technology, Machining 
Processes Technology, Medical Radio-
logic Technology, Secretarial Science 
Technology, Small-Arms Processing 
Technology, Physical Science Technol-
ogy, Radiologic Electronics Technology 
and Arc Welding Processes Technology. 
ACCREDITATION: 
The college is accredited by the Higher 
Commission of the Northwest Asso.cia-
tion of Secondary and Higher Schools. 
Electronics Engineering Technology, Me-
chanical Engineering Technology, High-
way Engineering Technology, Structural 
Engineering Technology, and Engineer-
ing Drafting Technology are accredited 
by the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development as Engineering Tech~ 
nology programs. 
The Dental Assistant Technology cur-
riculum is approved by the Council on 
Dental Education of the American Dental 
Association. 
The Medical Laboratory Technology pro-
gram is approved by the American So-
ciety of Clinical Pathologists. 
Medical Radiologic Technology is ap-
proved by the Council on Medical Edu-
cation of the American Medical Associa-
tion. 
TECHNOLOGY 
PROJECTS 
Oregon Technical Institute 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 
Vl 
0 
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OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
KLAMATH FALLa. OREGON 1171101 
March 11, 1969 
Dear Sir: 
Oregon's Polytechnic College, under the State System of Higher Edu-
cation, is embarking on a unique method of instruction for Engineering 
Technicians. The enclosed brochure gives a description of this approach 
which, it is deemed, will improve the transition of the student from 
school to industry. 
The 2 + 2 curriculum of Oregon Technical Institute makes such a plan 
feasible, since in two years the student has completed his course work in 
a technical specialty with an Associate Degree in Engineering Technology. 
He is ready for employment at that time as an Engineering Technician in 
research and development. His second two years, for the baccalaureate 
degree, concentrate on supervisory (middle management) type training with 
4 credit hours (12 hours per week) devoted to a development projects class 
in his technical specialty area. 
With this type of curriculum, the student, especially in his senior 
year, is ready for industry involved problems. It is anticipated that 
these problems, requiring a solution by industry, would be undertaken by 
the student on campus, under the direction of an industry appointed super-
visor. The student would be responsible to this appointed supervisor but 
worxing in an academic atmosphere with the very latest test equipment and 
a computer available to him on campus. 
My colleague and I plan a trip into your area during our term break 
the week of March 24, 1969. We would appreciate the opportunity of talk-
ing with a representative of your organization in order that iaeas may be 
exchanged. 
If you feel that we may be able to help your organization in this 
regard, please let us know of your interest and whom we should contact 
for an appointment. 
WPG:bmb 
Very truly yours, 
William P. Grimes 
Associate Professor 
Project Coordinator 
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OREGON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
KLAMATH FALLe. ORIEGON 87901 
March 11, 1969 
Dear Sir: 
Oregon's Polytechnic College, under the State System of Higher Edu-
cation., is embarking on a unique method of instruction for Engineering 
Technicians. The enclosed brochure gives a description of this approach 
which, it is deemed, will improve the transition of the student from 
school to industry. 
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The 2 + 2 curriculum of Oregon Technical Institute makes such a plan 
feasible, since in two years the student has completed his course work in 
a technical spetialty with an Associa~e Degree in Engineering Technology. 
He is ready for employment at that time as an Engineering Technician in 
research and development. His second two years, for the baccalaureate 
degree, concentrate on supervisory (middle management) type training with 
4 credit hours (12 hours per week) devoted to a development projects class 
in his technical specialty area. 
With this type of curriculum, the student, especially in his senior 
year, is ready for industry involved problems. It is anticipated that 
these problems, requiring a solution by industry, would be undertaken by 
the student on campus, under the direction of an industry appointed super-
visor. The student would be responsible to this appointed supervisor but 
working in an academic atmosphere with the very latest test equipment and 
a computer available to him on campus. 
I will be in the Portland area April 16-19, 1969, and would appreci-
ate the opportunity of talking with a representative of your organization 
in order that ideas may be exchanged. 
If you feel that we may be able to help your organization in this 
regard, please let us know of your interest and whom we should contact 
for an appointment. I will be with the Oregon Tech group when they visit 
your organization for a field trip. 
WPG:bmb 
Very truly yours, 
William P. Grimes 
Associate Professor 
Project Coordinator 
Thesis: 
VITA I\J 
William P. Grimes 
C~ndidate for the Degree of 
Maste~ of Science 
A STUDY OF THE FACTORS INVOLVED IN. OBTAINING AND UTILIZING 
AUTHENTIC PROJECTS IN AN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT COURSE 
Major Field: Technical Education 
. Biographical: 
Personal Data.:· Born at Wichita, Kansas·, August 8, 1919, the son of 
Lewis and Louise Grimes. 
Education: Graduated from high school in Central Point, Oregon, 
1937; graduated from National Schools of Los Angeles in 
Broadcast Radio, 1940; Capital Radio Engineering· Institute, 
Washington, D.C., correspondence school, 1943-1949; U. S. Navy 
Radio Materiel School, Treasure Island, California, 1944; 
attended summer sessions at Oregon State University, Univer-
sity of Houston, Southern Oregon College, University of Illi-
nois, took additional courses .at Oregon Technical Institute 
and under the Department of Continuing Education, and received 
the Bachelor of Science degree from Oklahoma State University 
in 1966, with a major in Technical Education. 
Professional Experience: Radio technician-announcer, KFJI Radio, 
1940-1943; U. S. Navy Radio Technician, 1943-1945; Chief Engi-
neer KFJI Radio, Klamath Falls, Oregon, 1945-1950; U. S. Navy 
Electronics Technician, 1950-1951; Chief Engineer KFJI Radio, 
1951-1953; Chief Engineer KFLW Radio-TV, KCNO Radio, 1953-1957; 
Associate Professor, Curriculum Chairman, Electronics Engineer-
ing Technology, Project Coordinator,· Oregon Technical Institute, 
1957- Commercial radio engineering consultant, 1957-
Professional Organizations: Member, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers; Member, American Society of Certified 
Engineering Technicians,. Vice-President, Western Region; 
Evaluator for Engineering:Technician certification for The 
Institute for the Certification of Engineering Technicians; 
Certified Senior Engineering Technician; Vice-Chairman, Hydro-
Electric Commission of Oregon; Member·, American Society for 
Engineering Education; Member·, Phi Del ta Kappa. 
